
The Santa Fe Bronze Series is a unique, sleek, rustic, and 
contemporary line of bronze vessel and drop-in sinks. These 
works of art are sure to enhance any living space that requires a 
distinctive, sculptural sink. Santa Fe Bronze Sinks are brought to 
you with unsurpassed design aesthetics, classifying this collection 
as stunning fine art.

NEW SANTA FE SERIES 
BRONZE COLLECTION SINKS.

Vincente
(BS-19AG) Vincente Oval Vessel Bronze Sink 

Vincente mimics a bronze-colored, fan-shaped shell of an elegant scal-
lop, with a radiating fluted pattern. Cosmopolitan in class and design.  
17” x 18” x 5”H.

Oceania
(BS-08AG) Oceania Bronze Drop-In Sink 

This stunning piece of art features an oceanarium scape moulded 
directly into the bouldered bronze sink. The aged look gives depth and 
amazing character to Oceania.  23” x 19” x 6”H. 

Boulder
(BS-31AG) Boulder Bronze Drop-In Sink 

A large rounded mass of rocky surface and embedded imperfections, 
Boulder gives a rustic natural layering effect that creates an extreme 
depth. You will want to touch and feel the sink and appreciate its true 
beauty.  23” x 19” x 6”H.

Rios
(BS-33AG) Rios Bronze Aged Sink 
  
Layer upon layer of naturally shaped earth, exposed to create a small 
reservoir for flowing water. Rios gives a beautiful bronze feel to a com-
pletely nature inspired scenescape.  27” x 17” x 4”H. 

Aztec
(BS-17AG) Aztec Bronze Vessel Sink 

Designed and inspired from the Mexican Indian civilization that es-
tablished a great empire with influential design and wealth. The Aztec 
bronze sink casts off a particular sense of beauty inspiring design, while 
captivating that ancient feel.   16-1/2” Dia. x 5” H.

Catarina
(BS-11AG) Catarina Oval Vanity Flat 
Rim Bronze Sink 

Catarina is elegantly designed for a broad range 
of lavatory installations. The aged bronze finish 
gives Catarina a well seasoned look.  17” x 14” x 
7-1/2” Deep. ID.

Campos
(BS-22AG) Round Vanity
Flat Rim Bronze Sink 

Campos is simplistic and eloquently 
functional. For use on a broad range of 
lavatory styles. The aged bronze finish 
gives Campos a well seasoned look.
15” Dia. x 6” Deep. ID.

Papillion
(BS-46AG) Papillion Vessel Sink  
 
The Papillion features a detailed texture of crackled 
bumps and grooves, creating an almost organic feel to 
the hearty bronze casting. The aged bronze finish and 
unique character of Papillion makes it desirable for any 
living space. 20-1/4” x 11-1/2” x 6” H.

Recife
(BS-41AG) Recife Vessel Bronze Sink 

Recife takes you beyond reality and into a mind of pure 
fantasy and fiction. This abstract design is well suited 
for eclectic tastes, and is truly a work of art. It’s unique 
shell planter design is sure to strike interest and accen-
tuate any living area. 19-1/2” x 16-1/2” x 7” H.

Easter
(BS-47AG) Easter Vessel Sink 

Easter is smoothly polished with an aged finish giving it 
that “old-world” timeless appearance. 19-1/2” x 13-1/2” 
x 5-1/2” H.

Santos
(BS-38AG) Santos Undermount Bronze 
Sink 

Resembling the prehistoric sea creatures of the past, 
Santos boasts an exciting helix and spiral form, circulat-
ing fluid downward giving unique form and functionality 
to your bronze sink. 23” x 18” x 6” H.

Cobbled
(BS-43BL) Cobbled Bronze “Blackened” 
Vessel Sink 

Cobbled is the only bronze sink of the Santa Fe Bronze 
collection to feature a blackened look, which gives 
character to the smooth outer finish, while allowing the 
details of the cobbled stone accent to stream through 
the middle of the sink. 20” x 13-1/2” x 6” H.

Alegre
(BS-16AG) Alegre Vessel Above Counter 
Bronze Sink 

Alegre carries an elegant look of time, patience, and 
age. This crucible style sink sports a rustic, industrial 
design adapted from the same containers used to carry 
the molten hot bronze from which these sinks were 
originally casted.  16” Dia. x 6-1/2” H.

Chalice
(BS-36AG) Chalice Bronze Vessel Sink 

Texture and roughness beyond the boundaries of what this 
catalog can show or describe, Chalice creates depth and al-
lows modern design to flow around the look of antiquity. Chal-
ice is beautifully weathered and a prime example of a bronze 
sculpture worthy enough to be presented as a sink.
18” x 15” x 4|8” H.


